Around the globe, aviators prefer Worldwide Steel Hangars because they stand in all weather conditions.

At Worldwide Steel Buildings, we are aware of the high cost of repairs and depreciation and therefore the importance of protecting your investment. Imitators cannot match our rigorous quality assurance, our state-of-the-art designs or our dedication to the aircraft industry. Aviators have never experienced any aircraft damage due to a Worldwide Steel Building failure. Whether building a single hangar, a complex, or t-hangars our experienced staff can help you design the ideal hangar at the most economical price. Offering clearspan packages starting at 24’ wide through 225’ wide to handle all of your requirements. Offering a 50 year structural warranty and the versatility to easily create living quarters, second floors, and self supporting overhangs out to 14’, Worldwide is known as the number one choice in hangars. Worldwide Steel Buildings is also an AOPA member.